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have done more to fix my ADHD and depression than any thing since they
put me on a CPAP for my sleep apnea. If your taking the Ritalin for ADHD
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many countless others and they call. … Marijuana is an all naturl medication
if u realy want to help ur add without life threating effects get off the pills and
smoke some sativa. But im sure u guys dont kno wat it is.so ima tell .
Snorting them provides a focused euphoria, however the comedown is
particularly unpleasant, with anxiety and jitters and shakes. I'm looking for the
best way to help this. I'm a 6'0 180lb male usually dosing in the range of
30mg. Marijuana helps with the racing heart, but I have an extremely low
tolerance . Feb 10, 2008 . I had just the same thing like 4 years ago when he
started talking ritalin. the first day on it I went smoking a joint with a friend of
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